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your answers must be consistent. Qr,* -y , b q, . , _ L
The net electric flux is zgro through all Caussian'surfaces completely in the material of the conductor

because B= A -/ there.Thus,theinsulatedcharge q= *4 4icandthere is'J- pC

distributed through the bulk of the material. Therefore, the total excess charge on the conductor is -l ,., O*ftC.

/ i AT THE R.IGHT OF THE PAGE, FILL IN THE "o" OF THE BEST ANSWER, FOR EXAMPLE, dc.tt
>>IF YOU DON'T KNOW IT, RULE OtrT THE OBVIOUSLY WRONG ANSWERS AND THEN GUESS.<<

4 points each to a maximum of 70 poina

Charge 2 is -5 nC and is inside that Gaussian surface. For that Gaussian surface, Oencl = 

-- 
nC.

a) -5 b) +3 c) -3 d)5-3=2 ac bo co do 2.
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PHYSICS 242 EXAM 2d,Sl2 PAGE 1 OF 2
l. (20 points) This pro one that I promised you uctor that contains a cavity.
conductor'sfree charges are at rest overall. There is a charge q (insulated from the conductor) in the cavity.

excess charge on the cavity wall = +9 pC.The cavity wall can also be called the inner surface of the conductor.

excess charge on the outer swface of the conductor is -5 pC.
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3. The symbol

a) circular

refers to an integral over a(n)

b) flat c) open

surface.

d) closed ao bo co de J.

slder a very long strarght Iine of negative ls, wltn a ace surrounding it is
that of a coaxial cylinder of radius r and length /. The sidp of the cylinder has an area 2nrl and its ends eacli have
an area ttfr.fne cylinder's volurne is w2l.The charge enclosed within this Gaussian surface is

a) *N b) -2hn4 c) -)Qnrl d) -Anr2l a. bo co do 4.

5]cd;tili'iiiiis'Qil6liioiiA;iil11#'ilG$;i d.druifH:;{';r;;/ciiltd Glrffiidri''siiifa66'.*E';c;;" ii;'A|EdiiAi;QdAeq
becausethevectors ff anddf are (cos 0 = 1, cos 90'= 0, cos 180" - -l)

a)-E dA, antiparallel
b) zero, peqpendicular

c) E dA, parallel
d) Efirz,integrated

6. ciliiffiil iiffiiffi",i:'Iiii';;;; ril;;#;f til'cffi;ffi ffii;;;',q*il'-- '"-- -'-' '

a) nP b) 2ml

ao ba co do 5.

d) nr21' ao bo co do 6.

a)@a,=W

D6EtdA

c)@r'=fEcosSdA

aygf -ai =+ ao bo ce do 7.
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a) (800 X0.004)cos 30"

800

an angle with a it makes an ansle *r1{' =
the normal to the surface. The area of the surface is 0.004 m2. The resulting electric flux through the surface is
800 N.mzlc. Therefore, the magnitude of the electric field is N/C.

c) (800 )(0.004)cos 60'

,r Effi.'/ 0.004 cos 30"
L\+

"/ 0.004 cos 60"

t/)/ut-')--'/ ,-z. t'.2 .J
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ao bo co dc 8.
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9. The constant r0 equals
gz

N;''
c) 8.8 x 1012a) 1.602 x l0-1e b) S.S54 x 10-12 d) 9.0 x 10e ao be co do 9.

10. A spherical charge distribution has a unitbrm positive charge density p and a radius .R. We use Gauss's law to
find E outside of this dishibution. We use a concenffic spherical Gaussian surface of radius ro where r> R.

Recall that a sphero of general radius a has diam etet 2a,surface area 4raz,and volume ? "ot.

At all points on the Gaussian surface, the direction of^E is

a) tangent to the surface
b) radially inward

c) undetermined
d) radially outward ao bo co do 10-

1 1. Continuing Question

a) tangent to the surface
b) radially inward

10 above: at all points on the Gaussian surface, the direction of aiis
c) undetermined
d) radially outward ao bo co do 11,

12. Contirruing Question 10 above: $ n ae = E I dA over the Gaussian surface because E is by

c) constant, symmetry
d) electrifying, golly

13. Continuing Question 10 abovei I dA over the Gaussian surface equals

$ 4nRz a1t nat c) 4n& d)ZaA

a) Gauss's,law
b) Gaussian, surface

4
a) T xrrt

ao bo co do 12.

b) 4rnz d* nnt d) eo

ao bo ce do 13.

ao bo c@ do 14.
15. A charge of l2O nC is uniformly distributed over an insulating curve of length 2.4 m. A Gaussian surface
encloses 72 nC of the t?O nC (leaving 48 nC outside the Gaussian surface). For this curve, ,l, = ---......--._-*-.._-
nClm.

11
a)TZ =30

120
b)TT = so c) zero

48d)m =2O ao bc co do 15.

16. The net electric flux through the Gaussian surface of Problem 15 above is x 10-9 C/so.

a)72 b) 12O c) zero d) 48 ae bo co do 16.

17- ln using Gauss's law to tlnd the electric tield caused by a highly symmetric negative chargb distribution, we

must recall that its .E* is directed a negative charge.

a) away from b) around c) toward d) tangent to ao bo ce do 17.

18. We find that E and dA are antiparallel (opposite) over part of a Gaussian surface. Therefore, in evaluating

If .af over thatpart, we must use

a) 0=0 b) d= 1Bo' c) d= 90" d) Qencl= t0 ao be co do 18.

19.'.Suppos.ethatwewanttouseGauss,slawtofindtheelechicfieldduetoavery@
uniformly distributed positive eharge. To take advantage of symmetry, the Gaussian surfbce lie should use is a

a) cylinder with axis perpendicular to the surface c) concentric sphere
d) regular pyramid a. bo co do 19.
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b) cylinder with axis parallel to the surface 
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